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Laura Gentner describes herself as an Angel Card Reader and energetic healer, but when clients sit down
with her, they get much more than those simple words imply. “The angels have a great sense of humor,
and I find that they infuse readings with humor whenever possible! I primarily work with Archangel
Michael and Archangel Raphael when I do readings, asking for the highest good of everyone involved and
setting the intention that only God’s love and wisdom come through.” In addition to messages from the
cards, Laura uses “clairsentience, clairvoyance, and claircognizance to get messages and guidance from
the angels based on the cards that come up for a client.” Of her healing sessions, Laura describes, “I tune
into a person’s energy and get information in two ways: First, the person’s angels and guides give me
information about what is going on with them that needs some attention. Second, using my clairsentience,
I physically feel what is going on with the person. After getting all that information and talking with the
person, I assist them in releasing what no longer serves them so they can move forward. They simply sit in
the chair and I guide them through the process. Afterwards, they will be able to do the releasing and
healing on their own.” These healing sessions can be combined with an Angel Card reading or done alone,
though Laura says they are a more powerful tool when done together: “I like doing energy healing with
readings because the client gets messages and guidance plus some energetic work to help with what came
through in the reading.”

Laura was inspired to start her reading and healing work after enrolling in an intuition class, where
working with energy seemed to come naturally to her. “I was surprised when my instructor said I had
done energy work before – something I don’t ever consciously remember doing- at least in this lifetime!
But the more I learn how my abilities manifest, the more I remember feeling or experiencing similar
things as a kid. I just didn’t realize it back then. During the class I received a message that my life purpose
is healing. That class touched something in me and I found myself not only feeling better, but wanting to
know and learn more. I then took classes to become a Spiritual Counselor, and started my own business.
Every service that I offer I have done myself. I know how much energy work can help people shift and
heal. It has had such a positive impact on me and my life and I feel great. I want to help others feel this
great too.”
That intuition class was one of the first steps on Laura’s path to being the reader and healer she is today.
After learning that she could channel energy, Laura was drawn to work with Angel Cards. “I taught myself
Angel Cards based on the book that came with the first deck I bought. At first, I would pull cards and have
to use the book to interpret the possible messages on the cards. At some point, though, I started getting
messages and guidance, and didn’t need to look at the book anymore. This was initially was just for me,
but then I wanted to try with other people. So I started doing readings for family and friends, and, as the
messages started coming through, I realized how much I enjoyed doing them. I then got a message from
Spirit that this is something I should do. Even though I had been doing readings for over two years, I
believe in always continuing to learn. " Last year she took Doreen Virtue’s class and officially became a
Certified Angel Card Reader.
“I find that I am drawn to something and as I’m learning about it I come across something else that
resonates with me too. That’s how I started with Angel Cards. I can’t even remember why or what led me
to buy my first deck! I really enjoyed learning more about them and practicing with family and friends. I
think part of it is that I never know what cards are going to come up and I still get a kick out of how the
angels get the messages and guidance across. It’s something I call Laughing In Amazement (LIA) - when
Spirit does something so amazing or almost unbelievable that there are no words to describe it. When that
happens I usually get goosebumps and just start laughing! And there are many LIA moments when I do
angel card readings.
“As a Spiritual Counselor I also do a variety of energy work like chakra clearing, aura readings, past life,
soul contracts and soul purpose. I am developing my ability as a medium and currently taking a
channeling class. I also continue on my own spiritual journey, exploring my divine potential. And that
feeds into my work as a Spiritual Counselor. One thing leads to another and another. And although energy
work and angel card readings and mediumship and channeling may seem different, they all fit together
like pieces of a puzzle - of knowing who you are as an energetic being and your connection to the divine, of
releasing and healing past wounds and traumas, of living your divine potential and shining your light
brightly out into the world. I’m so grateful that I can say I love what I do!”
Laura appreciates the unique experience that each Michigan Psychic Fair offers her as she progresses on
her spiritual journey. “I love the opportunity to meet new people, and assist them in getting guidance and
messages. Each fair, each person is a new experience. I also like meeting the other readers, and finding
out how their abilities manifest.”
If you are interested in a session with Laura , you can see her at many Michigan Psychic Fair events.
Contact us to see if she is participating at a specific date. For a private session or for more information on
Laura, see her website.

